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New Quite-A-Switch Imposition Automation Bundle Offers Huge Savings
Published on 03/07/10
XChange UK and ThePowerXChange are pleased to announce a new limited time Quite-ASwitch
bundle which includes Enfocus FullSwitch with Quite Hot Imposing and Quite Imposing Plus
2. The bundle offers users unbelievable savings on the powerful products. Not only do they
experience the substantial discount with their purchase, but the products let users
streamline their workflows and save them even more.
London, United Kingdom - XChange UK and ThePowerXChange, the sources for extended
technology worldwide are pleased to announce a new limited time Quite-A-Switch bundle
which includes Enfocus FullSwitch with Quite Hot Imposing and Quite Imposing Plus 2. The
bundle offers users unbelievable savings on the powerful products. Not only do they
experience the substantial discount with their purchase, but the products let users
s
off the regular retail price and expires 30th April 2010.
Quite Hot Imposing was designed to be very intuitive and easy to use. The software enables
OEMs, system integrators and independent vendors to create customised workflows using
either the hot folder or command-line tools within Quite Hot Imposing. Built on the rock
solid foundations of the Quite Imposing Plus plug-in and the Adobe(R) Acrobat(R) PDF
Library, this incredibly versatile workflow product will not only save all of a user's
setups but is also able to repeat all functions as needed. Users can work from a central
control window and view the status of jobs at a glance with clear information. They can
also customise the window to make their overview even more condensed by turning off
unneeded options.
Quite Imposing Plus 2 will impose any PDF file, or PDF files combined from a variety of
sources. It's accurate and precise and easy to use even for those with no publishing
experience, and is not tied to any PostScript(R) file output requirements. Quite Imposing
will also appeal to anyone who's ever wanted to turn a document into a booklet, or shrink
slides for a handout. Imposition is totally visual, ensuring no wasted film, plates or
time. Quite Imposing Plus offers unprecedented ease of use in an imposition application,
by breaking tasks down into separate building blocks which can each be run separately to
create new documents on screen. The product also boasts full cross-platform support.
Enfocus FullSwitch is ideally placed to help users reclaim their time to be creative and
help their customers. It is a robust automation product that is easy to install and use.
Enfocus FullSwitch offers file reception through FTP and email, sorting of files based on
file type and naming conventions and automatic email notifications to customers and
internal staff.
In addition, FullSwitch introduces configurators that allow third-party applications such
as Adobe Acrobat Distiller(R) or Enfocus PitStop Server to be integrated easily in a flow.
Setup and automation of those applications is fully controlled from within Enfocus
FullSwitch. All this functionality is driven by the visual flow editor and supported by
the robust automation tools that are at the core of all Switch products. The visual editor
makes it as easy to work with configurators as it is to work with built-in tools. Enfocus
FullSwitch also offers professional activity logging and job processing statistics to help
you easily locate critical points of the workflow and identify bottlenecks.
XChange International (Europe):
http://www.xchangeuk.com/pd/detail/FSQHAP009M01/quite_a_switch_bundle.html
ThePowerXChange:
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http://www.thepowerxchange.com/quite_a_switch_imposition_automation_10216_prd1.html

XChange UK and ThePowerXChnage are leading suppliers of desktop graphic and publishing
applications, QuarkXTension(R) technology; Adobe InDesign(R), Acrobat(R) and Photoshop(R)
Plug-ins(R) and other design and publishing utilities. They offer extended technology
products from across the world specific to the graphic design, print and publishing
industries and make them available to an extensive user base via their printed catalogue
or online at their web site.
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